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ABSTRACT Artificial intelligence is changing the world, especially the interaction between machines
and humans. Learning and interpreting natural languages and responding have paved the way for many
technologies and applications. The amalgam of machine learning, deep learning, and natural language
processing helped Conversational Artificial Intelligence (AI) to change the face of Human-Computer
Interaction (HCI). A conversational agent is an excellent example of conversational AI, which imitates the
natural language. This article presents a sweeping overview of conversational agents that includes different
techniques such as pattern-based, machine learning, and deep learning used to implement conversational
agents. It also discusses the panorama of different tasks in conversational agents. This study also focuses on
how conversational agents can simulate human behavior by adding emotions, sentiments, and affect to the
context. With the advancements in recent trends and the rise in deep learning models, the authors review the
deep learning techniques and various publicly available datasets used in conversational agents. This article
unearths the research gaps in conversational agents and gives insights into future directions.
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INDEX TERMS Artificial intelligence, machine learning, natural language processing, affective computing,
mood or core affect, sentiment analysis, emotion theory, emotion in human-computer interaction, emotional
corpora, intelligent agents, semantics, syntax, feature extraction, text processing.

I. INTRODUCTION16

Today everything we have in our society is the result of17

intelligence; therefore, supplementing our human intellect18

with artificial intelligence has the potential to help soci-19

ety thrive like never before - as long as we can make20

the technology helpful. Healthcare, manufacturing, customer21

services, e-commerce, education, media, from every facet,22

it has transformed human life. One of the important branches23

of artificial intelligence is conversational AI which makes24

machines capable of understanding, processing, and respond-25

ing to humans in natural language. Conversational agents26
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approving it for publication was Utku Kose .

have remained the center of the AI revolution in the past few 27

years, powered by Natural Language Processing (NLP) and 28

Machine Learning (ML) technologies. 29

A conversational agent [1] is an Artificial Intelligence (AI) 30

program that originated to imitate human conversations using 31

spoken or written natural language over the Internet. Many 32

alternative terms are used for conversational agents. Ear- 33

lier, dialogue system, this term was popular. But nowadays, 34

chatbots, smart bots, intelligent agents, intelligent virtual 35

assistants/agents, interactive agents, digital assistants, and 36

relational agents are used alternatively in research articles 37

[1], [2]. Conversational agents are the practical implementa- 38

tion of AI technology in industries or businesses. Conversa- 39

tional agents can be seen being used in various applications 40
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executing plenty of interesting tasks. In businesses [2] for41

marketing and customer support, in healthcare [3] as a per-42

sonal assistant, in education [4] as a personal tutor, and in43

entertainment [5] for assisting players in digital games. Over44

the course of a few years, conversational agents have been45

in demand due to their distinctive characteristics. Conver-46

sational agents have simple interfaces, are available 24/7,47

provide prompt responses, are omnichannel, and have the48

ability to engage in conversations like humans.49

Similarly, conversational agents can do the equivalent work50

of hundreds of humans and thus save operational costs for51

organizations. Also, conversational agents can talk to people,52

other AI systems, and things on the Internet due to IoT53

capabilities [6]. Conversational agents have a considerable54

impact on the market and industries in terms of businesses55

and consumers. According to industry experts [7], by 2024,56

the conversational agents’ market will grow to 14 billion57

dollars. As a result, more and more organizations are moving58

towards conversational agents for better customer satisfaction59

and retention.60

Inputs to conversational agents can be delivered in a variety61

of methods, including gestures (visual cues), speech (spoken62

cues), and natural written language (linguistic cues). But nat-63

ural written language has remained unfocused in the research.64

It has been explored that natural written language commu-65

nication has distinctive traits that have aptness to convey66

emotions, mood, and tone of a person in communication. Ear-67

lier conversational agents based on natural written language68

communication were keyword-based or pattern-based, where69

a question from a user was matched with a set of answers in70

a database, and the answer was returned as a response to the71

user. Advancements in technology have bridged the commu-72

nication gap between human and machine interaction. This73

research in the field of conversational agents has remained74

significant for years, yet conversations with conversational75

agents upraise issues that are beyond current technologi-76

cal limitations. Current conversational agents are lagging in77

meeting users’ expectations in terms of not being able to hold78

the conversations for a longer time [8]. One of the major79

downsides is that they are less context-aware [9]. Most con-80

versational agents use keyword-based/ pattern-based meth-81

ods [1], responding with specific answers. Conversational82

agents cannot understand users’ emotions and sentiments [9].83

So they cannot understand the mood or tone of the user [9].84

One more drawback of current conversational agents is that85

they converse only with language (text), whereas humans86

communicate with different modalities or senses [10]. Fig-87

ure 1 shows an overview of the current state of conversa-88

tional agents. As per ongoing trends in customer services in89

different domains such as businesses, conversational agents90

should simulate human conversational characteristics and91

behavior. Conversational agents must have human conver-92

sational abilities [11] like syntactically correct, empathetic,93

and knowledgeable, i.e., a conversational agent should be94

context-aware. To make conversational agents show charac-95

teristics of human conversations, conversational agents need96

to understand a user’s feelings, context, and mood, gener- 97

ate intelligible and engaging responses in conversations and 98

respond with personalization with sentimental and emotional 99

analysis. All these characteristics of human conversations in 100

conversational agents can be accomplished to some extent 101

with the help of advanced natural language processing and 102

machine learning systems. Implementation, flexibility in var- 103

ious application domains and capability to mimic natural 104

conversation to some extent have been accomplished with the 105

help of advanced natural language processing and machine 106

learning systems. But machine learning approaches have 107

drawbacks like learning from human-labeled data that is time- 108

consuming and dependent on human efficiency. 109

To summarize, this paper makes a number of significant 110

contributions as follows: 111

1) Illustrate the basic working architecture of recent con- 112

versational agents. 113

2) Literature review of implementation methods used in 114

different components of conversational agents. 115

3) It focuses on surveying the current practices of deep 116

learning architectures in conversational agents. 117

4) Brief overview of datasets utilized in conversational 118

agents. 119

5) Present identified research gaps and highlight future 120

directions. 121

The rest of this article is organized as follows. 122

Section 2 provides background knowledge in terms of the 123

working of conversational agents. Section 3 discusses the 124

literature review. Section 4 describes the comparative study 125

of different deep learning techniques used in conversational 126

agents and a brief overview of major datasets used in con- 127

versational agents’ research works. The research gaps with 128

future directions are discussed in Section 5. And paper is 129

concluded in section 6. 130

II. BACKGROUND - WORKING OF CONVERSATIONAL 131

AGENTS 132

Conversational agents appear to work simply at first glance 133

when a user interacts with them and receives a suitable 134

response. However, various technologies are at work behind 135

the scenes to ensure smooth interaction. Natural Language 136

Understanding (NLU unit) and Natural language Generation 137

(NLG unit) are the major components of conversational agent 138

architecture [12]. Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of con- 139

versational agents. 140

A. NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING 141

Natural LanguageUnderstanding is the key component where 142

natural language processing and understanding user requests 143

are done [13]. User query/message will be provided to the 144

natural language processing unit as input. This unit’s job is to 145

prepare and clean the input text data, which includes text pre- 146

processing steps [14]. These steps are important to interpret 147

grammar and break down an input request into words and 148

sentences, making it easier for a conversational agent to 149

understand. Then cleaned input text is converted into feature 150
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the current state of conversational agents.

vectors or word embeddings. Each word is represented by151

an N-dimensional integer. Natural language understanding152

transforms an unstructured input text from the user to produce153

a semantic representation by extracting the intent, entities,154

and cognitive information as shown in figure 2. In Intent155

identification, the task of correctly identifying the intent or156

purpose behind the user request is done. A supervised intent157

classification model can be trained on a variety of sentences158

as input and intents as a target in intent identification. So,159

the outcome of this task will be intent. The entity recognition160

task. identifies and separates discrete pieces of information161

into different pre-determined groups such as people, organi- 162

zations, etc., from input text. The outcome of this task is rec- 163

ognized entities. In cognitive understanding, certain subtasks 164

are performed, such as sentiment analysis, emotion detection, 165

and checking spellings. Cognitive understanding will help 166

conversational agents analyze the user’s sense, tone, or mood 167

of the input text to improve response generation accuracy. 168

The outcome of NLU will be the semantic representation 169

of context information by combining intent, entities, and 170

cognitive information into a structured input. This context 171

information of the user message will be the current state 172
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FIGURE 2. The architecture of conversational agents.

of the conversation and will be provided to the response173

generation unit and stored in the database for future reference.174

Fig. 2 shows the working of conversational agents.175

B. NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION176

NLG receives the semantic representation in the form of177

context from the natural language understanding unit and178

generates a matching textual response [13]. The goal of the179

Natural language generation unit is to produce natural lan-180

guage sentences given a semantic. Natural language gener-181

ation handles the actual context of user conversation. After182

understanding user requests, it must decide on its own set183

of actions to effectively continue the conversation. However,184

it is possible that the agent does not have all of the knowl-185

edge necessary to make decisions on the next steps. Based186

on this, Natural language generation maintains the states187

of previous conversations in the database, such as history,188

session information, user information, etc. And depending189

upon the state, it decides the next action. This unit helps pass190

the results and current state to the user in an understandable191

format. Natural language generation converts structured data192

into user-understandable representation. In language genera-193

tion, retrieval-based and generative-based methods are used.194

Using specified templates, a retrieval-based approach maps195

a non-linguistic structured input question straight to natural196

language representation. Other hand, generative methods can197

generate new dialogues based on large amounts of conver-198

sational training data. Then this generated reply from the199

response generator will be stored again in the database as200

history and returned as a reply to the user.201

III. RELATED WORK - LITERATURE REVIEW 202

On the topic of conversational agents’ inconsiderable litera- 203

ture reviews have been written. Table 1 presents an overview 204

of different survey papers in conversational agents. The pre- 205

sented surveys lack thorough analyses of datasets, affective 206

components, multimodality studies, and performance met- 207

rics. In the field of conversational agents, different meth- 208

ods and techniques have been used for implementation. 209

This study aims to examine various approaches and meth- 210

ods in conversational agents that can be used as a founda- 211

tion for future empirical research. We’ve concentrated on 212

crucial research areas, such as technical obstacles, datasets, 213

the methodologies proposed in each study, and their perfor- 214

mance metrics and application fields. Advanced deep learn- 215

ing models (pre-trained models) have been increasingly used 216

in conversational agents. In this section, the key findings 217

of conversational agents and related literature work are dis- 218

cussed from different perspectives, such as approaches used 219

in conversational agents for the implementation of different 220

tasks, the current trend of making empathic and context- 221

aware conversational agents, deep learning approaches used 222

in conversational agents, multimodality, datasets and applica- 223

tion areas are given in this section. 224

A. APPROACHES USED IN CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS 225

FOR THE IMPLEMENTATION OF DIFFERENT TASKS 226

In conversational agents, different tasks are performed to 227

understand the user input and generate a response according 228

to that input. Figure 3 shows an overview of techniques 229

used in different tasks of conversational agents. Different 230
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FIGURE 3. Overview of techniques used in different tasks of conversational agents.

methodologies are used in different components of conver-231

sational agents. It comprises two major components, each of232

which is subdivided into basic preliminary elements. Com-233

ponents of a conversational agent include Natural Language234

Understanding (NLU) and Natural Language Generation235

(NLG). Initially, text pre-processing and feature extraction236

steps are considered natural language processing (NLP).237

1) NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING (NLP)238

When a user enters the text or query, the first step of a239

conversational agent is to prepare the data in the appropri-240

ate form to be passed to the natural language understand-241

ing unit. User input may have emojis, short text, informal242

words, incomplete words, etc., that make pre-processing a243

prerequisite. As well, NLU and NLG units employ machine244

learning or deep learning algorithms to perform the different245

tasks. These algorithms utilize statistical data to execute any246

sort of regression or classification task. Therefore, text pre-247

processing and feature extraction steps become important248

in NLP applications. Text pre-processing includes cleaning,249

tokenization and normalization.250

• Data cleaning – It includes converting text to lower-251

case, removing punctuation marks from text, remov-252

ing digits, stop words, hashtags & HTML tags from253

text etc.254

• Tokenization/Segmentation – Tokenization separates255

sentences, words, and characters. Basically, it includes256

splitting text/strings into tokens representing words. Dif- 257

ferent methods are used for tokenization: whitespace 258

tokenizer, word tokenizer, sentence tokenizer, etc. 259

• Normalization - Stemming and lemmatization comprise 260

trimming a word to its origin form. 261

Figure 4 shows the different steps and tools used for text pre- 262

processing. 263

2) NATURAL LANGUAGE UNDERSTANDING (NLU) 264

This component has three language comprehension tasks: 265

intent classification, entity identification, and cognitive 266

understanding. Intent classification comprehends the purpose 267

of the input. Entity identification finds the distinct pieces 268

of information. So, entities combined with the intent, allow 269

the agent to fully understand the user’s input. Conversational 270

agents must comprehend the user intent and perform the 271

required actions. Intent classification is to understand the why 272

of the input [15], and entity identification is to understand the 273

what of the input [16]. Cognitive understanding has become 274

a significant step in conversational agents to understand the 275

input and understand the user. 276

a: ENTITY IDENTIFICATION 277

The name-Entity Recognition (NER) task identifies and sep- 278

arates the named entities of input sentences into differ- 279

ent pre-determined classes. Earlier regular expressions have 280

been explored for named entity recognition. However, CRFs 281
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FIGURE 4. Different steps and tools used for text pre-processing.

(Conditional Random Fields) are frequently employed in282

NER and found in many applications [17]. It needs a tedious283

feature extraction, making this approach limited in adaptabil-284

ity and less scalable. NER has been implemented using Con-285

volutional Neural Networks (CNNs), which require substan-286

tially less data pre-processing [18]. [19] presentedNER based287

on an artificial neural network in the conversational agent.288

[20] suggest a bi-directional neural network (Bi-LSTM) to289

find long-term dependencies and generate a feature vector290

representation; and CNN andBi-LSTM to predict the entities.291

b: INTENT CLASSIFICATION292

Intent classification comprehends the real purpose of input293

from the user. The conversational agent can use intent classi-294

fication to figure out the desired objective or the user’s goal.295

Different techniques have been used for the intent classifica-296

tion. Deep learning and machine learning approaches are the297

most notable methods that have been applied for intent clas-298

sification. Conventional intent classification methods have299

primarily employed supervised machine learning algorithms300

such as SVM [21], Decision Trees[22], and Hidden Markov301

Models (HMM) [23].302

As deep learning techniques become popular, neural net-303

work models are also used for intent classification. [23]304

suggested two deep hierarchical LSTM models distinguish305

dialog intents. Authors in [28]used a deep ensemble model306

using CNN, RNN like LSTM, and GRU to detect the intents307

from spoken language.308

c: COGNITIVE UNDERSTANDING 309

Certain subtasks such as sentiment analysis, emotion detec- 310

tion, and spell checker are performed in cognitive understand- 311

ing. Cognitive understanding will help conversational agents 312

analyze the user’s sense, tone, or mood of the input text to 313

improve response generation accuracy. To make emotion- 314

ally aware or empathic context-aware conversational agents, 315

we need to add tasks such as emotion analysis or sentiment 316

analysis in the NLU component. Emotion [29] is an essen- 317

tial aspect of making a context-aware conversational agent. 318

Emotion detection is aimed to extract and study fine-grained 319

emotions from text, such as anger, happiness, sadness, etc. 320

The various methods are utilized for analyzing text- 321

based emotions; deep learning-based, machine learning- 322

based, rule-based, and keyword-based approaches. Finding 323

the frequency of a keyword in user input and comparing the 324

labels with the dataset is a keyword-based method. [30] used 325

keyword-based emotion recognition approach to finding the 326

context from text. In the rule-based methods, grammatical 327

and logical rules are decided to detect emotions from the user 328

text. Reference [31] defined a rule-based emotion detection 329

system to detect implicit emotions from text data. Machine 330

learning-based approaches enable algorithms to learn and 331

improve automatically through experience. Machine Learn- 332

ing methods categorize the user text into different pre- 333

determined emotion categories. Reference [32] proposed a 334

machine learning-based system to classify conversational 335

emotions. In artificial intelligence, deep learning is a subset 336
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TABLE 1. Summary of existing surveys related to conversational agents.

of machine learning. To learn from unstructured or unlabelled337

data, deep learning methods are used. These neural networks338

are capable of unsupervised learning. Reference [33] pre-339

sented a deep learning-based system to detect emotions in340

human chatbot conversation. Similarly, a spell checker needs341

to be added to this component. As the ‘‘cleaned’’ input usually342

improves intent identification, a spell checker tries to correct343

the user’s spelling problems. N-gram language models, tech-344

niques based on finding the frequency of words, distance-345

based methods and probability-based methods are used for346

spellings correction.347

d: NATURAL LANGUAGE GENERATION (NLG)348

This component focuses on natural language response gener-349

ation methods. The natural language generation component350

receives input in the form of the current context and con-351

versation history from the natural language understanding352

component in a well-defined format. As a result, the nat-353

ural language generation’s output is a sentence or text in354

natural language, which is also the final output to the user.355

Following are some of the traditional and advanced meth-356

ods of response generation in human language. Retrieval-357

based or template-based systems map a user input straight358

to a natural language format by employing pre-determined359

templates [34]. Another natural language generation method360

is generative-based. The authors used deep learning and 361

analyzed the use of recurrent neural networks for the task of 362

natural language generation [35]. Seq2Seqmodels use LSTM 363

tomap a user input sequence to a feature vector representation 364

and later in sequence predict tokens using pre-obtained fea- 365

ture representations. Sequence-To-Sequence (Seq2Seq) pro- 366

vides new and advanced performance in language generation 367

tasks [36]. [37] proposed a system by combining seq2seq 368

models with the power of reinforcement learning in natural 369

language generation for text summarization application. 370

B. MAKING CONVERSATIONAL AGENT CONTEXT-AWARE 371

Before understanding the term context-aware, we will take 372

a glance at what is the context? Context is a cause of an 373

event. The situation within which something exists or hap- 374

pens and can help to explain it. It is circumstances forming a 375

background of an event or a statement. So, context-aware is 376

the ability of a system to perceive the user’s environment or 377

situation to reason appropriately. Context-awareness gives a 378

system to see at the same level as a human and helps figure 379

out in which sense the user is asking a question to revert to 380

those sentiments and behavior. Conversational agents do not 381

have automatic knowledge of their own, so they cannot use 382

the context like humans. So, it is necessary to provide or feed 383

them with the right information in context so they can use 384
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context on their own. So different kinds of information can be385

provided to conversational agents to understand the context.386

Following are the different ways of providing information387

as context:388

• Linguistic context – It denotes a context that address389

the relationship between words, phrases, sentences, and390

even paragraphs. It helps conversational agents to under-391

stand different meanings of the words as they are being392

used, who are used, and where they are used. It includes393

polysemy, word sense disambiguation, negation, inten-394

sifier, etc.395

• Physical Context – It is also called situational con-396

text. It gives information about a situation in which397

an utterance or statement occurs, like a place, time,398

speaker, actions performed, objects involved, etc. This399

non-linguistic information helps to interpret or under-400

stand the meaning of a word and choose a correct equiv-401

alent to support context.402

• Persistence context - A conversation is a chain of state-403

ments. Conversational agents need to keep track of404

conversations to predict the appropriate response. So,405

it stores the persisted context in the form of user infor-406

mation from the current turn, information in previous407

questions, and actions taken by conversational agents.408

This persistent context adds usability and ensures that409

humans and conversational agents have the same men-410

tal model. This can be regarded as a history of the411

conversation.412

• Emotional Context - Emotions can be conveyed through413

words, combinations of different words, through emo-414

jis. This emotional context helps conversational agents415

understand emotions and moods and gain a deeper416

understanding of situations and the user’s state of mind417

to respond empathically, effectively, and in the right way.418

Conversation history, task records, user data, session infor-419

mation, emails, browsing information, location, sentiment,420

emotion, expression, time, etc., can be provided to conver-421

sational agents to understand the context. The context helps422

maintain the state of conversation and keeps the conversation423

flowing between human and conversational agents. Context424

makes Conversational agents intelligent by making them to425

understand the situation, emotions, and tone and able to426

interact and explain themselves and bring closer to natural427

human conversation. Summary of components that can be428

used while making conversational agents be context-aware429

given in table 2. Affect, emotions, tone, and sentiments these430

components can be utilized to make conversational agents431

more empathetic so that they can have a deeper understanding432

of situations and the user’s state of mind, i.e., to understand433

the context of the situation and to respond empathically,434

effectively, and in the right way.435

C. DEEP LEARNING APPROACHES USED IN436

CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS437

Conversational agents primarily used to communicate with438

humans through text messages have been utilizing natural439

TABLE 2. Summary of components used to make conversational agents
empathetic.

language processing techniques. Initially, Keyword-based 440

or pattern-based conversational agents were implemented. 441

These were easy to design and implement but had limitations 442

in responding to complex queries. These were designed to 443

answer based on patterns or rules, but if a query comes out 444

of a pattern, it will provide erroneous answers that would 445

not be related to the query. Machine learning-based con- 446

versational agents trained on existing annotated datasets of 447

conversations. Usually, these retrieval-based machine learn- 448

ing models retrieve the information from the database based 449

on a user query. But the main drawback of this approach is 450

generating a large volume of knowledge base, which can be 451

time-consuming, costly, involves human efficiency and, again 452

domain dependency. 453

Figure 5 represents a schematic of the different compo- 454

nents in conversational agents and the different techniques 455

used in each component. Deep learning has taken center stage 456

in many different application areas in recent years. Various 457
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FIGURE 5. Schematic of the different components in conversational agents and different techniques used in each component.

articles have presented deep learning techniques in the field of458

conversational agents. Unsupervised learning encompasses459

deep learning techniques. It can, however, be semi-supervised460

or supervised. Deep learning classifiers automatically learn461

and extract information, improving accuracy and perfor-462

mance. In conversational agents, generative methods are463

based on deep learning techniques. These methods generate464

the word-by-word response to user queries based on syn-465

tax, structure and words (Vocabulary) in the input by under-466

standing the context. Convolutional Neural networks (CNN),467

Recurrent Neural networks (RNN), Bi-LSTM, GRU, and pre-468

trained models like BERT, RoBERTa, and GPT are some469

most preferred deep learning models in different tasks of 470

conversational agents. Table 3 shows that transformer-based 471

architectures built most of the current conversational agents. 472

These models are designed to increase the likelihood of a 473

response and are capable of understanding a large amount of 474

data to provide an acceptable response. The basic transformer 475

design is made up of two recurrent neural networks (RNNs), 476

one that processes the input is the encoder, and the other 477

that generates the response is the decoder. These models are 478

popularly known as Sequence-to-sequence models. The most 479

prominent RNN variants utilized to learn the conversational 480

dataset in these models are long short-term memory (LSTM) 481
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TABLE 3. Overview of deep learning techniques used in conversational agents.

or gated recurrent unit (GRU). Variations of LSTM and GRU482

as Bi-LSTM and Bi-GRU have also become popular due to483

their ability to process data in two directions. These variations484

can process the input in forward and backward directions.485

Attention mechanism was also introduced in the research486

of conversational agents. At each decoding phase, the atten-487

tion mechanism allows the decoder to focus exclusively on488

the most significant input bits. It uses an attention weight489

to measure the importance of each word in the input text.490

Different attention mechanisms like self-attention [42], multi491

head-attention [43], word-level attention [44], hierarchical492

attention [45], are used in various research papers in conver-493

sational agents.494

Deep learning methods such as RNN and its different vari-495

ations has own limits. These models encode input into fixed-496

length vectors, so inputs with long sequences tend to lose497

important information. It leads to the poor performance of the498

response generation in conversational agents. Transformer-499

based language models such as BERT and its variations,500

GPT, and transformer XL [46] utilize sentence-level recur-501

rence to overcome fixed-length limitations and longer-term502

dependency. Table 3 shows the overview of deep learning503

techniques used in conversational agents based on applica-504

tion areas, techniques used, datasets used, challenges identi-505

fied, and performance achieved. These deep learning-based506

approaches have a quite significant upside. It is an end-to-507

end solution that can be trained using multiple datasets, and508

domain dependency is automatically handled.509

D. MULTIMODALITY IN TEXT-BASED CONVERSATIONAL 510

AGENTS 511

Due to recent commercial applications like Amazon’s Alexa, 512

Apple’s Siri, Microsoft’s Cortana, and Google Assistant, 513

conversational systems have recently witnessed a consid- 514

erable increase in demand. As more and more businesses 515

are pushing for this technology, conversational agents are 516

rapidly becoming commonplace. Humans communicate with 517

one another through a variety of senses or modalities. These 518

modalities work in concert to clarify concepts and emphasize 519

ideas in dialogue by resolving ambiguity. 520

Nowadays, emoticons (objects encoded by standard 521

sequences of characters) or emojis (e.g., smilies, hearts) are 522

self-reported labels, i.e., visual information, provided by the 523

users to convey emotions in their textual interactions the 524

underlying the context of the communication, aiming for bet- 525

ter interpretability, especially for short polysemous phrases. 526

In conversational agents, this visual information conveys 527

affective states and thus are suitable indications of sentiment 528

and emotion in texts. These emojis/emoticons, along with the 529

text, present a more faithful representation of the user’s emo- 530

tional state. In sarcastic sentences, a usermay express positive 531

emotion in the text, but by using emoticons/emojis, he/she 532

may express negative emotions, so in such scenarios, visual 533

information can help us to identify the true emotions of the 534

user. This visual information in the form of emojis/emoticons 535

helps in natural language understanding. E.g., I am happy 536

with the service!! 537
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FIGURE 6. General overview of the multimodal model of text and emojis.

In conversational agents, multimodality in the form of text538

and emojis/emoticons can be used for a better understanding539

of user intent. This understanding of intent will help conver-540

sational agents to respond accurately and appropriately. Also,541

emojis/emoticons have been widely adopted in social media542

communications, a large number of emoji-labeled texts can543

be easily accessed to help tackle the scarcity of manually544

labeled data.545

The advent of big data has accelerated the use of deep546

learning approaches in conversational agents. Popularly547

transformer-based sequence to sequence models are uti-548

lized for implementing conversational agents. In multimodal549

conversational agents, very little research has been done,550

particularly in text-based conversational agents with visual551

information. Hence, we have studied research that has text552

with emojis/emoticons.553

Emoji representation and approaches play a key role in554

multimodal systems when designing conversational agents555

that can handle both text and emojis/emoticons. (Many556

research has used ’emojis’ or ’emoticons’ synonymously).557

There are different emoji representations or embeddingmeth-558

ods presented in various researches. Feature vectors, Vec-559

tor Space Model (VSM), Lexicon-based, and Graph-based560

representation methods have been used. Emoji-based feature561

extraction methods utilize diverse contextual or syntactical562

relationships with the help of frequency distribution of emo-563

jis. Figure 6 shows a general overview of the multimodal564

model of text and emojis.565

Various research has been done related to emojis. In [59]566

presents a comprehensive overview of research on emoji,567

emoji evolution, utilization with their purposes, and what568

research has been done on them in various fields with569

future research directions. Emoji prediction from text has570

recently attracted a lot of interest. [60], [61] predicted emojis571

from images and text. [62] used multimodal emoji embed-572

dings by combining image and text. [63] developed a new573

emoji embedding named ’Emojional’, to represent a more 574

emotional approach towards emojis. [64] presented vector 575

skip-gram model to represent vectors for the emojis from 576

Twitter. Some research has been done for different tasks using 577

multimodal utilizing text and emojis in various domains. The 578

studies undertaken for emotion classification using text, emo- 579

jis and images modalities [65], sentiment prediction using 580

text and emojis [66], emotion analysis from Twitter data 581

using emojis [67], sentiment analysis of social media using 582

text, emoticons, emojis [68] [69], enhancing opinion mining 583

using emojis [70] are a few examples of study in this field. 584

Moreover, in most research articles, deep learning methods 585

have been employed for different tasks. 586

So, the unexploited potential exists in the study of multi- 587

modal conversational agents, which let users and conversa- 588

tional agents converse using both human language and visual 589

information to be more realistic, human-like, and engaging. 590

Sunder and Heck [10] have defined and mathematically for- 591

mulated the goal of the multimodal conversational study. 592

They suggested four basic problems in multimodal conversa- 593

tional systems: disambiguation, response generation, coref- 594

erence resolution, and dialogue state tracking. The authors 595

suggested a taxonomy of the types of study that are nec- 596

essary to accomplish the goal of multimodal conversational 597

agents: multimodal representation, multimodal fusion, mul- 598

timodal alignment, multimodal translation (cross-modality), 599

and co-learning. Thus, it becomes necessary to consider this 600

taxonomywhile designingmultimodal conversational agents. 601

E. DATASETS USED IN CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS 602

This section discusses the primary datasets used by 603

researchers in the field of conversational agents. In conver- 604

sational agents, researchers have curated their own datasets 605

or used publicly available datasets according to the needs 606

of studies in certain application areas. This section presents 607

some publicly available and useful datasets specifically 608
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TABLE 4. Overview of different datasets used in the research of conversational agents.

for improving context-awareness in conversational agents.609

Table 4 gives an overview of specific datasets with sources610

from which they were curated, whether the dataset is labeled611

or not, whether the dataset is balanced or not, the size of612

the dataset, whether the dataset is multimodal or not, emo-613

tions labeled in the dataset, and topics covered by dataset.614

Table 5 shows the different surveyed datasets used in different615

articles with techniques has been applied to datasets and chal-616

lenges identified in articles with their performance measures.617

1) TOPICAL CHAT DATASET618

Topical-Chat is an open-domain knowledge grounded conver-619

sation dataset. The total number of conversations are 11,319620

with training, validation and testing sets. The training set621

has 9058 messages, validation set with frequent and rare622

565 respectively and test set with frequent and rare 565 mes-623

sages, respectively. These conversations are annotated with624

the sentiment of their message on an 8-point scale. It includes625

Angry, Disgusted, Fearful, Sad, Happy, Surprised, Curious to626

Dive Deeper, and Neutral.627

2) EMPATHETICDIALOGUES DATASET628

It is a novel dataset comprising 25K conversations, including629

emotional context information to help training and evaluating630

the textual dialogue systems. It is an open domain conversa-631

tional dataset freely accessible through the ParlAI framework.632

It consists dataset divided into approximately 80% train, 10%633

validation, and 10% test sets. The final train/ validation /test634

split contains 19533 / 2770 / 2547 conversations. A total635

of 32 emotion labels are included in the dataset shown in636

table 4.637

3) NLPCC 2017638

Natural Language Processing & Chinese Computing639

(NLPCC) dataset curated for the shared task of the NLPCC640

Emotion Classification Challenge to generate an emotional 641

response. The dataset is constructed fromMore than 1million 642

Weibo posts and replies/comments pairs. The test dataset 643

consists of about 5000 posts. The emotion categories are 644

Anger, Disgust, Happiness, Like, Sadness, and Other. 645

4) DAILY DIALOG DATASET 646

Daily dialog dataset is crawled from different websites that 647

aid English learners to apply English dialogues in daily life. 648

It consists of multi-turn conversations. It contains 13,118 649

dialogues annotated with emotion labels as anger, disgust, 650

fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise. It consists of a training 651

set with 11,118 dialogues, a validation set with 1000 and a 652

test set with 1000 dialogues. 653

F. APPLICATION AREAS 654

Conversational agents can be used in various application 655

domains with different goals or objectives. Conversational 656

agents can be utilized for decision-making, opinion, con- 657

flict resolution, and multi-party interaction. Conversational 658

agents play diverse roles as information providers, recom- 659

menders, tutors, entertainers, advisors, personal assistants, 660

customer service assistants and conversational partners in 661

various fields. Review articles that have discussed the role 662

of conversational agents in various application fields such 663

as business [79], customer services [80], healthcare [3], and 664

education [4]. 665

1) CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS IN BUSINESS 666

Conversational agents provide cost-effective, highly avail- 667

able, and scalable services, enhancing market competitive- 668

ness and service quality [81]. These conversational agents 669

also increase user or customer emotional engagement by 670

extending customized flexibility, friendliness, comfortness, 671

and efficient assistance [79]. Machine learning and sentiment 672
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TABLE 5. Surveyed datasets with techniques, challenges, and performance measures in research.

analysis advancements have given conversational agents the673

ability to respond emotionally to users. [33], [47], [48], [81],674

[82], discussed conversational agent systems for the business675

domain using different machine learning and deep learning676

techniques. In business-like E-commerce, banking mainly677

conversational agents are designed to answer FAQs. General678

question answers are not considered. Again, many conversa-679

tional agents are tested in a simulated environment. Real-time680

exposure is needed for systems.681

2) CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS IN HEALTHCARE682

In the Healthcare, conversational agents are used for mental683

well-being promotion, diet management, medication obser-684

vance, and physical activity promotion [88]. Moreover, par-685

ticularly elderly users are comfortable with conversational686

agents due to the low learning graph. [37] used a Supervised687

machine-learning model to create a health mediator con-688

versational agent. Conversational agents could help users in689

healthcare by delivering relevant information about a disorder690

or explaining the results of clinical tests [56]. [83] and [84]691

developed conversational agents to support people’s mental692

well-being by analyzing emotions and feelings. In healthcare,693

domain-specific datasets are needed.694

3) CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS IN EDUCATION695

Educational conversational agents are invented to facilitate696

and assist online learning and deliver instructional content697

[41]. [86] showcased conversational agents in education to698

help students in re-learning administration issues. [49], [87]699

implemented pedagogical-driven conversational agents with700

sentiment analysis using reinforcement learning. In educa- 701

tion, mostly conversational agents were based on retrieval or 702

pattern-based. Nowadays, machine learning and deep learn- 703

ing techniques are being used. 704

Table 6 highlights the application area, objectives, method 705

used, data utilized, and challenges in the selected papers. 706

From an applications perspective, there is still a disconnect 707

between industrial technologies and current breakthroughs 708

in the sector. The technologies utilized in research are not 709

suited for use in the industry since they demand a lot of 710

computational resources and extremely big training datasets. 711

Again, conversational agents that must be used in various 712

businesses have distinct requirements. Also, protecting users’ 713

personal information is an important issue in conversational 714

agents. A review table of the conversational agents in differ- 715

ent application areas is presented in Table 6. 716

IV. RESEARCH GAPS 717

With the help of deep learning models, conversational agents 718

have made significant development in recent years. Several 719

unique ideas such as pretrained embedding, different atten- 720

tion mechanisms, transformer-based models, pretrained deep 721

learning models, and seq2seq models have been developed, 722

resulting in rapid advancement in the last few years. Despite 723

the advancements, there are still issues to be resolved in the 724

field of conversational agents. The major limitation is making 725

conversations natural with humans with the help of empathy, 726

sentiments, and emotions. This section highlights some of 727

these issues as well as research directions that could aid in 728

the field’s advancement. 729
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TABLE 6. A review of the conversational agents in different application areas.

A. LIMITATIONS IN UNDERSTANDING THE CONTEXT [87]730

This is the biggest challenge for conversational agents. Con-731

versational agents are lagging in the understanding of natural732

language. Conversational agents do not understand the human733

context. These are programmed in a way that they only know734

what they are taught. They can only respond to people to735

the extent that they have been programmed to do so. If the736

query is beyond the conversational agents’ training, it will737

be unable to understand or respond, which will frustrate738

the user/customer. Communication between conversational739

agents and human depends on what the user said in previous740

messages. Conversational agents need to build the state of the741

conversation. It can only answer the question if it knows the742

details of conversations. Typically, information is stored in743

the context of the conversation. Each conversational agent744

has to model its own notion of the context and decide the745

information that is important to remember.746

B. FAILURE TO DETECT THE INTENT OF THE USER [91]747

Intent is the purpose behind the user query. Most conversa-748

tional agents are unable to understand users’ intentions. The749

user would ask a question with single and straightforward750

intent. But humans have a tendency to communicate by com-751

bining several intentions into one sentence. Like when the752

user comes with two different requests in one sentence. Also,753

conversational agents could not understand the intent of the754

user when complex linguistics such as negation or conditional755

structures are used in the query. Conversational agents need756

to understand what the user is requesting, even if it is phrased757

unexpectedly. Training data is a major barrier to understand- 758

ing intent. Machine learning takes a staggering amount of 759

data to understand humans because conversational agents 760

must understand the relationships between words, phrases, 761

sentences, synonyms, lexical elements, concepts, and so on. 762

C. NEED TO UNDERSTAND EMOTIONAL SEMANTIC 763

INTERPRETATIONS [79], [92] 764

Semantics plays an important role in the cognitive analysis. 765

Written text from the user may have negations and modals, 766

which can affect the impact of emotions and sentiments. 767

For example, CAs should infer the meaning of words like 768

‘‘maybe good,’’ ‘‘was good,’’ and ‘‘was not good’’ differently. 769

Words/phrases used in different contexts and different senses 770

can impart diverse emotions. So, ambiguity in word semantic 771

interpretations is one of the important issues in CAs. 772

D. DATASET-RELATED CHALLENGES [42] 773

Datasets plays an important role as training data is required 774

to understand intent and context and respond naturally to 775

user. There are many challenges related to datasets like small 776

datasets available, scarcity of labeled data, unbalanced distri- 777

bution of data, less variety of labels in datasets, and lack of 778

representative publicly available datasets. All dataset-related 779

challenges are important as machine learning, and deep learn- 780

ing techniques require a huge amount of data for training. 781

E. NEED TO DETECT IMPLICIT EMOTIONS [83] 782

Emotion analysis can play an important role in context and 783

provide more natural responses to the user. Text entered by 784
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the user may not have a direct emotion keyword mentioned785

in the input. So, such emotions in the written text need to be786

detected by conversational agents and respond accordingly.787

The query’s words/phrases may have different meanings.788

Multiple emotions are difficult to recognize since a single789

sentence can contain multiple emotions and different points790

of view. To improve the performance or accuracy of emo-791

tion recognition, this problem must be addressed. Thus, for792

building context-aware conversational agents by employing793

emotion analysis, implicit emotion analysis is an important794

issue.795

F. NEED TO GENERATE EMOTIONALLY AWARE796

RESPONSE [58]797

Current conversational agents lack empathy, making it dif-798

ficult to detect and understand user emotions and respond799

in a more natural manner. Emotionally aware responses are800

important for customer/user satisfaction and retention. If con-801

versational agents are not able to produce an emotionally802

aware response, the user will get frustrated and annoyed,803

and it affects interaction. It is also one of the reasons for804

conversational agents lacking long-time conversations.805

G. NEED TO HANDLE THE QUALITY OF USER INPUT [93]806

Need to handle user input with misused phrases, subtle sar-807

casm, language impairments, usage of slang, and syntax808

faults. To express feelings and sentiments, users employ809

irony, sarcasm, and humor. User texts, on the other hand, may810

contain casual language, slang words, misspellings, hashtags,811

emojis, and abbreviations, among other things. As a result,812

interpreting such metaphorical language for conversational813

agents to understand and respond appropriately becomes814

tough.815

H. LACK OF EVALUATION METRICS FOR816

CONVERSATIONAL AGENTS [94]817

Evaluating conversational agents has remained a challeng-818

ing task. There are some widely used performance metrics819

for conversational agents. F1-score, perplexity, BLEU, and820

METEOR are some common metrics used. But there is no821

common framework for conversational agents’ evaluation.822

So many systems need to rely on human evaluation. And823

even there is no common reference for human evaluation too.824

So, a reliable automatic evaluation method for conversational825

agents should be proposed.826

I. PRIVACY AND DATA SECURITY [1]827

There are significant issues that arise related to the privacy828

and data security of user and conversational agent provider829

service. Service providers are responsible for acquired user830

information and must prevent it by other third parties. It is831

crucial to maintain privacy and data security regards to user832

authentication and authorization [20], end-to-end encryp-833

tion, and finance-related communications with conversa-834

tional agents. Thus, in such scenarios, information security835

and privacy protection techniques and technologies should836

be applied to conversational agents. Currently, conversa- 837

tional agents need adequate research on data security and 838

privacy. 839

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS 840

This section highlights some of the research directions that 841

could aid in the field’s advancement. Techniques or method- 842

ologies in conversational agents have seen huge signs of 843

progress in the last few years, from rule-basedmethods to hid- 844

den layer-based deep learning methods and pretrained mod- 845

els such as. Artificial Intelligence advancements in recent 846

years have bolstered trends in conversational agents, mak- 847

ing them to understand and reply in natural languages and 848

reply. The authors have discussed research gaps in section 5. 849

Table 7 shows the mapping between research gaps and future 850

directions. To make conversational agents contextual, they 851

need a lot of data and a vast knowledge base for training. 852

So, training conversational agents on large datasets is one 853

of the solutions to make them contextual. Also, self-training 854

and reinforcement learning techniques can be applied tomake 855

them contextual. Some of the difficulties mentioned in the 856

research gaps section have been addressed by AI-based tech- 857

nologies such as transfer learning, reinforcement learning, 858

multi-task learning, meta-learning, self-learning, and GAN’s. 859

This section discusses challenges and their solutions using 860

these methods with references. 861

A. TRANSFER LEARNING 862

Transfer learning has majorly contributed to the progress of 863

modernistic NLP systems like conversational agents. Partic- 864

ularly conversational agents can be benefited from inductive 865

transfer learning, where unlabelled data is employed to pull 866

knowledge for labeled downstream tasks. [95] discussed a 867

framework to transfer the affective knowledge. In this pro- 868

posed system, authors pre-trained a hierarchical dialogue 869

model on multi-turn conversations (source) and then trans- 870

ferred its parameters to a conversational emotion classifier 871

(target). 872

B. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING 873

In reinforcement learning, conversational agents are trained 874

through trial-and-error conversations with either real users 875

or a rule-based user simulator. [96] proposed deep rein- 876

forcement learning for dialogue generation. [96] work 877

marked a first step towards learning a conversational 878

neural model based on the long-term success of dia- 879

logues. [97] developed a reinforcement learning-based emo- 880

tional editing constraint conversation content-generating 881

model. 882

C. MULTI-TASK LEARNING 883

All or a subset of the tasks in multi-task learning are related 884

but not identical. It aims to help improve the learning of a 885

model for a task by using the knowledge contained in all- 886

related tasks. Basic two factors are considered for multi-task 887

learning [98]. First is relatedness, that is how different tasks 888
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TABLE 7. Challenges identified through the literature survey and suggested future directions.

are related to each other and kinds of learning tasks such889

as supervised like classification or regression tasks, unsu-890

pervised learning, clustering task, and many more learning891

tasks like semi-supervised, reinforcement learning. In [42]892

proposed a model where authors used multi-task learning893

to classify the emotions and to generate the response based894

on a given sentence with a common encoder and multiple895

decoders.896

D. META-LEARNING897

Meta-Learning is ‘‘learning about learning’’ or ‘‘learn to898

learn.’’ Meta-learning helps to overcome the requirement of899

annotated data for language processing applications. Meta-900

learning is the most suitable for conversational agents where901

knowledge across user intents, domains, and languages can902

be transferred easily. Meta-learning is a scalable solution903

for businesses in terms of conversational agents. [99] pro-904

posed meta-learning approach for intent detection as an905

n-way k-shot classification problem. Initially, the authors906

utilized English utterances and then evaluating on Spanish907

and Thai utterances. Similarly, authors in [72] demonstrated908

how meta-learning allows one to learn quickly and adapt to909

different personas using only a few dialogue samples from the910

same user. Their results using automatic evaluation metrics911

showed that meta-learning outperformed non-meta-learning912

baselines.913

E. GAN (GENERATIVE ADVERSARIAL NETWORKS) 914

Many tasks in natural language processing (NLP), such as 915

question answering, necessitate a substantial amount of train- 916

ing data to improve model performance. To generate a large 917

amount of training data, however, gathering and annotating 918

more data can be an expensive and time-consuming opera- 919

tion. Data augmentation strategies can be used in this situa- 920

tion. One of the data augmentation techniques is GAN. These 921

are computational structures that set two neural networks 922

against each other to develop new, synthetic data samples 923

that can pass for real data. [77] developed a new technique 924

for dialogue generation in conversational agents called Cas- 925

cade Generative Adversarial Network (Cas-GAN), which is 926

a blend of GAN and RL. 927

F. ADVERSARIAL MACHINE LEARNING (AML) 928

The development of methods to scrutinize conversational 929

agents’ privacy protection as well as strategies to increase 930

the agents’ resistance to malicious attacks and/or data theft 931

are the main objectives. In that case, AML, or Adver- 932

sarial Machine Learning, is a new area of research that 933

combines the latest machine learning techniques, informa- 934

tion systems security, and robust statistics can aid to solve 935

security-related problems. [113] explored attack/defense tac- 936

tics for adversarial recommender systems using genera- 937

tive adversarial networks. [114] explores the characteristics 938
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of adversarial machine learning, particularly in text gen-939

eration and summarizes significant contributions to the940

field, such as algorithms, models, attack types, and defense941

techniques.942

VI. CONCLUSION943

Recent developments and studies in Artificial Intelligence944

have facilitated conversational agents. The studies in the field945

of conversational agents have sought ways to use research946

findings in a variety of application areas, such as busi-947

nesses, education, entertainment, and healthcare. The various948

approaches have been employed in different components of949

conversational agents, from rule-based methods to machine950

learning algorithms, and as the research trends are changing951

directions towards deep learning techniques. This article dis-952

cusses about bringing conversational agents closer to natural953

language communication by employing context-awareness.954

This comparative study presented to review articles on con-955

versational agents based on deep learning with current trends.956

This study also reviews datasets used in conversational957

agents. In this survey, recent and trending deep learning958

techniques in conversational agents have been discussed.959

Following that, it attempted to shed light on how current960

research gaps and future directions will affect research in961

the field.962
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